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Abstract
Generalized linear and additive models are very efficient regression tools
but the selection of relevant terms becomes difficult if higher order interac-
tions are needed. In contrast, tree-based methods also known as recursive
partitioning are explicitly designed to model a specific form of interaction
but with their focus on interaction tend to neglect the main effects. The
method proposed here focusses on the main effects of categorical predic-
tors by using tree type methods to obtain clusters. In particular when
the predictor has many categories one wants to know which of the cate-
gories have to be distinguished with respect to their effect on the response.
The tree-structured approach allows to detect clusters of categories that
share the same effect while letting other variables, in particular metric
variables, have a linear or additive effect on the response. An algorithm
for the fitting is proposed and various stopping criteria are evaluated. The
preferred stopping criterion is based on p-values representing a conditional
inference procedure. In addition, stability of clusters are investigated and
the relevance of variables is investigated by bootstrap methods. Several
applications show the usefulness of tree-structured clustering and a small
simulation study demonstrates that the fitting procedure works well.
Keywords: Tree-structured clustering; Recursive partitioning; Interactions;
Categorical predictors; partially linear tree-based regression
1 Introduction
Trees are a widely used tool in statistical data analysis. The most popular meth-
ods are CART, outlined in Breiman et al. (1984), and the C4.5 algorithm, which
was proposed by Quinlan (Quinlan (1986), Quinlan (1993)). An introduction
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into the basic concepts is found in Hastie et al. (2009), an overview on recursive
partitioning in the health sciences was given by Zhang and Singer (1999) and an
introduction including random forests with applications in psychology by Strobl
et al. (2009).
One big advantage of trees is that they automatically find interactions. The
concept of interactions is at the core of trees, which have its roots in automatic
interaction detection (AID), proposed by Morgan and Sonquist (1963). But the
focus on interactions can also turn into a disadvantage because common trees do
not allow for a linear or smooth component in the predictor. Below the root node
most nodes represent interactions. Thus potentially linear or additive effects of
covariates are hardly detected.
Moreover, in most regression problems one has a mixture of explanatory vari-
ables. Some are continuous, some are binary, others are categorical on a nominal
scale or ordered categorical. One application we will consider are the Munich
rent standard data, which were also analysed in Gertheiss and Tutz (2010). The
data set consists of 2053 housholds with the response variable being monthly rent
per square meter in Euro. Available predictors are the urban district (nominal
factor), the year of construction, the number of rooms, the quality of residential
area (ordinal factors), floor space (metric) and five additional binary variables.
Conventional trees treat all these explanatory variables in a similar way. They
split the predictor space by use of one variable into two regions. Within the
regions the response is fitted as a constant. If in the first step a continuous ex-
planatory variable is selected, for example floor space, in the next step typically
interactions with floor space are fitted, more concise, interactions with the two
selected regions of floor space. In the next steps all fits refer to higher order
interactions. Therefore, trees have a strong tendency to fit interactions and ne-
glect the main effects. Relevance of explanatory variables is found a posteriori
by defining importance measures, which in random forests in some form reflect
how often a variable has been selected, see, for example, Ishwaran et al. (2007),
Sandri and Zuccolotto (2008) and Strobl et al. (2008). In contrast, a model that
allows that a continuous variable has a smooth effect of unspecified functional
form as in generalized additive models takes main effects much more serious.
If, in addition, binary and categorical variables are included by use of a linear
predictor one obtains estimates of parameters that reflect the importance of the
variables directly. The downside of generalized additive and parametric models
is that higher order interactions are hard to model and that they can contain a
multitude of parameters.
The tree-structured approach proposed here uses trees in part of the variables
but allows to include others as parametric or smooth components in the model.
Our focus is on categorical predictors with many categories as, for example, the
urban district in the rent data (25 districts). In particular categorical predictors
are difficult to handle because for each category one parameter is needed. Thus
simple parametric models tend to become unstable which calls for regularized
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estimates. Categorical predictors or factors come in two forms, unordered or
ordered. In both forms one wants to know if the predictor has an impact, and,
if it has, which categories have to be distinguished. The latter problem means
that one wants to find clusters of categories (or factor levels) which share the
same expected response. In the nominal case all possible partitions of the set
of categories are candidates, whereas in the ordered case clusters are formed by
fusion of adjacent categories. The method proposed here uses trees to find the
clusters of factor levels. Thus trees are used for the multi-categorical variables
while the other variables are included in the classical form of linear or smooth
effects.
Fusion of categories to obtain clusters of categories within a regression model
has been mainly investigated by penalization methods, see Bondell and Reich
(2009), Gertheiss and Tutz (2009) and Gertheiss and Tutz (2010). However,
in contrast to the tree-structured approach, these penalization techniques are
restricted to a small number of categories. Penalization methods and tree-type
methods that are related or alternatives to the present approach are considered in
a separate section (Section 5). In Section 2 we introduce a tree-structured model
for categorical predictors, in Section 3 the fitting procedure is presented. Section
4 deals with standard errors and the stability of clusters. A small simulation
study is given in Section 6 and in Section 7 we consider two further applications.
2 Structured Predictors
As in generalized linear models (GLMs) let the mean response µ = E(y|x) be
linked to the explanatory variables in the form
µ = h(η) or g(µ) = η,
where h(.) is the response function and g(.) = h−1(.) is the link function. As in
GLMs we also assume that the distribution of y|x follows a simple exponential
family (McCullagh and Nelder (1989). While GLMs always assume that the
predictor is linear we assume that the predictor is composed of two components,
a tree component and a linear or additive component. With a linear component
the predictor has the form
η = tr(z) + xTβ,
where tr(z) is the tree component of the predictor and xTβ is the familiar lin-
ear term. Thus, one distinguishes between two groups of explanatory variables,
namely z, which are determined by a tree, and x, which has a linear effect on
the response. In extended versions we consider the additive predictor
η = tr(z) +
q∑
j=1
f(j)(xj),
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where the f(1)(.), . . . , f(q)(.) are unspecified functions. Then one obtains a tree-
structured model with additive components.
We will focus on the case where the z-variables are categorical. When a
tree is built, successively a node A, that is a subset of the predictor space, is
split into subsets with the split determined by only one variable. For a nominal
categorical variable z ∈ {1, . . . , k}, the partition has the form A ∩ S, A ∩ S¯,
where S is a non-empty subset S ⊂ {1, . . . , k} and S¯ = {1, . . . , k} \ S is the
complement. Thus, after several splits the predictor tr(z) represents a clustering
of the categories {1, . . . , k}, and the tree term can be represented by
tr(z) = α1I(z ∈ S1) + · · ·+ αmI(z ∈ Sm),
where S1, . . . , Sm is a partition of {1, . . . , k}, and I(.) denotes the indicator func-
tion with I(a) = 1 if a is true, I(a) = 0 otherwise.
For an ordinal categorical variable z ∈ {1, . . . , k} the partition into two sub-
sets has the form A∩{z ≤ c}, A∩{z > c}, based on the threshold c on variable
z. Thus during the building of a tree clusters of adjacent categories are formed.
The tree term has the same form as before but with the subsets that represent
the clusters having the form Sr = {ar−1, . . . , ar}, ar−1 < ar.
In the case of more than one categorical predictor the tree-structured cluster-
ing proposed here forms clusters only for one variable. Then, with p predictors
in z the tree component has the form
tr(z) = tr(z1) + · · ·+ tr(zp),
where tr(zr) is the tree for the rth variable, that means it represents clusters of
the rth variable with the cluster form determined by the scale level of the corre-
sponding variable. A traditional tree hardly finds clusters for single components.
It typically produces clusters that combine several variables, in particular, mixing
nominal and ordinal predictors.
Clustering by trees is a forward selection strategy. But one should be aware
that the all subsets strategy fails even in cases of a moderate number of categories.
Already in the case of only one predictor one has to consider all subsets S1, . . . , Sm
and fit the corresponding model with predictor η = α1I(z ∈ S1) + · · ·+ αmI(z ∈
Sm) +x
Tβ. This is computational feasible only for a very small number of cate-
gories. For more than one variable one has to consider all possible combinations,
which is bound to fail.
3 Tree-Structured Clustering
For simplicity we start only one categorical predictor and consider the general
case in later sections.
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3.1 Trees with Clusters in a Single Predictor
Ordered Categorical or Metric Predictor
Let us start with one ordinal or metric variable z. Then one split in a tree that
includes a linear predictor is found by fitting a model with predictor
η = αlI(z ≤ c) + αrI(z > c) + xTβ,
where I(.) again denotes the indicator function. By use of the split-point c the
model splits the predictor space into two regions, z ≤ c and z > c. In the left
node, for all z ≤ c, one specifies the response level αl, in the right node, for all
z > c, one specifies the level αr. It should be emphasized that in x no intercept
is included. An equivalent representation of the predictor is
η = β0 + αI(z > c) + x
Tβ.
with the transformation of parameters given by β0 = αl and α = αr − αl. The
latter form of the predictor is more convenient since it contains an intercept as
common regression models do and only one step function has to be specified.
When growing trees one has to specify the possible split-points. Let in the
following C = {c1, . . . , cm} denote the possible splits. For a metric predictor, in
principle all possible thresholds c can be used, but it suffices to use as candidates
all the distinct observations available for the predictor. Therefore, C contains the
distinct values of the observed predictor. For ordinal predictors z ∈ {1, . . . , k}
the set C is simply {1, . . . , k} and m = k.
The basic algorithm that we are using for an ordinal or metric variable is the
following.
Tree-Structured Clustering - Single Ordered Predictor
Step 1 (Initialization)
(a) Estimation: Fit the candidate GLMs with predictors
η = β0 + αjI(z > cj) + x
Tβ, j = 1, . . . ,m
(b) Selection
Select the model that has the best fit. Let c∗j1 denote the best split.
Step 2 (Iteration)
For l = 1, 2, . . . ,
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(a) Estimation: Fit the candidate models with predictors
η = β0 +
l∑
s=1
αjsI(z > c
∗
js) + αjI(z > cj) + x
Tβ,
for all values cj ∈ C \ {c∗j1 , . . . , c∗jl}
(b) Selection
Select the model that has the best fit yielding the cut point c∗jl+1 .
The algorithm uses two steps, fitting of candidate models and selection of
the best model. In GLM-type models it is quite natural to measure the fit
by the deviance. Thus, one selects the model that has the smallest deviance.
The criterion is equivalent to minimizing the entropy, which has been used as a
splitting criterion already in the early days of tree construction (Breiman et al.
(1984)).
The algorithm yields a sequence of fitted split-points c∗j1 , c
∗
j2
, . . . from C and
the corresponding parameter estimates αˆj1 , αˆj2 , . . . from the last fitting step.
Typically the selection of split-points is stopped before all possible splits are in-
cluded (for stopping criteria see below) and one obtains the subset of selected
splits C∗ = {c∗j1 . . . , c∗jL}, where L denotes the number of selected split-points.
Since the fitted functions are step functions one obtains a partitioning into clus-
ters of adjacent categories. For ordered categories the thresholds are given by
C = {1, . . . , k} and one obtains the clustering after ordering the selected thresh-
olds such that c(j1) ≤ c(js) ≤ . . . by {1, . . . , c(j1)}, {c(j1)+1, . . . , c(j2)} . . . . If in the
initialization step the maximal value from the set of considered split-points, C, is
selected, the algorithm stops immediately because in the iteration steps always
the same model would be found. Then, αˆ1 = 0 and no split-point is selected; the
variable is not included.
Although the method generates trees the methodology differs from the fit-
ting of common trees if a parametric term is present. In common trees without
a parametric term partitioning of the predictor space is equivalent to splitting
the set of observed data accordingly. In the next split only the data from the
corresponding subspace are used. For example, when a split yields the partition
{z ≤ c}, {z > c}, in the next split only the data from {z ≤ c} (or {z > c}) are
used to obtain the next split. This is different for the tree-structured model. In
all of the fitting steps all data are used. This ensures that one obtains valid esti-
mates of the parametric component together with the splitting rule. Of course,
if no parametric component is present, the algorithm is the same as for common
trees.
The method explicitly does not use off-sets. When fitting within the iteration
steps the previously fitted models serve only to specify the split-points that are
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included in the current fit. But no estimates from the previous steps are kept.
This is in contrast to Yu et al. (2010), where off-sets are used.
Stopping Criterion
When building a tree it is advisable to stop after an appropriately chosen number
of steps. There are several strategies to select the number of splits. One strategy
that has been used since the introduction of trees is to grow large trees and
prune them afterwards, see Breiman et al. (1984) or Ripley (1996), Chapter 7.
Alternative strategies based on conditional inference procedures were given by
Hothorn et al. (2006).
We use as one strategy k-fold cross-validation. That means the data set is split
into k subsets. The tree is grown on k − 1 of these subsets, which is considered
the learning sample, and then the tree is evaluated on the left-out sub sample.
Since we are working within the GLM framework a natural candidate for the
evaluation criterion is the predictive deviance. The number of splits that showed
the best performance in terms of the predictive deviance is chosen in the final
tree fitted for the whole data set.
An alternative is to use a stopping criterion based on p-values, a proce-
dure that is strongly related to the conditional inference procedure proposed
by Hothorn et al. (2006). In each step of the fitting procedure one obtains a
p-value for the parameter that determines the splitting. In our notation, in the
lth split one tests the null hypotheses H0 : αl = 0 yielding the p-value pl for
the selected split. Typically the sequence of p-values p1, p2, . . . is increasing. A
simple criterion is to stop if the p-values are larger than a pre-specified threshold
α. However, one should adapt for multiple testing errors because in each split
several hypotheses are tested. A simple strategy is to use the Bonferroni proce-
dure and stop if pl > α/(m−(l−1)) because in the lth split m−(l−1) number of
parameters are tested. Then, in each step the overall error rate is under control.
As test statistic one can use the Wald statistic or the likelihood ratio statistic.
Although the Wald statistic is easier to compute, we prefer the likelihood ratio
statistic because it corresponds to the selection criterion, which selects the model
with minimal deviance.
Nominal Predictor
For a nominal predictor z ∈ {1, . . . , k} splitting is much harder because one has
to consider all possible partitions that contain two subsets. That means one
has 2k−1 − 1 candidates for splitting. For large k the number of candidates is
excessive. But it has been shown that for regular trees it is not necessary to
consider all possible partitions. One simply orders the predictor categories by
increasing mean of the outcome and then splits the predictor as if it were an
ordered predictor. It has been shown that this gives the optimal split in terms
of various split measures, see Breiman et al. (1984) and Ripley (1996) for binary
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outcomes and Fisher (1958) for quantitative outcomes and the remarks of Hastie
et al. (2001).
3.2 Trees with Clusters in More than One Predictor
If several predictors are included in the tree component the algorithm also selects
among the available variables. Let Ci denote the possible splits in variable zi and
mi denote the number of values in Ci. The basic form of the algorithm is the
following.
Tree-Structured Clustering - Several Ordered Predictors
Step 1 (Initialization)
(a) Estimation: Fit the candidate GLMs with predictors
η = β0 + αijI(zi > cij) + x
Tβ, i = 1, . . . , p, j = 1, . . . ,mi
(b) Selection
Select the model that has the best fit. Let c∗i1,j1 denote the best split,
which is found for variable zi1 . That means that c
∗
i1,j1
is from the set
of possible splits for zi1 .
Step 2 (Iteration)
For l = 1, 2, . . . ,
(a) Estimation: Fit the candidate models with predictors
η = β0 +
l∑
s=1
αis,jsI(zis > c
∗
is,js) + αijI(zi > cij) + x
Tβ,
for all i and all values cij ∈ Ci that have not been selected in previous
steps.
(b) Selection
Select the model that has the best fit yielding the new cut point
c∗il+1,jl+1 that is found for variable zil+1 .
In the sequence of selected cut-points c∗i1,j1 , c
∗
i2,j2
, . . . and corresponding esti-
mates αˆi1,j1 , αˆi2,j2 , . . . the first index refers to the variable and the second to the
split for this variable. The selected splits for the ith variable can be collected in
C∗i , which comprises all splits c
∗
il,jl
for which il = i holds.
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Figure 1: Results for the ordinal predictor year of construction for the anal-
ysis of the Munich rent standard data. Upper panel: resulting tree for year of
construction, lower panel: paths of coefficients against all splits.
3.3 Trees for Rent Data
In the Munich rent data one has one nominal predictor (urban district), three
ordinal predictors (year of construction in decades, number of rooms, quality of
residential area), one metric variable (floor space) and five binary variables. In
the additive part we model the effect of the metric predictor by cubic regression
splines and include the binary variables in a linear form. The fusion of categories
obtained by the tree is illustrated for the predictor year of construction. Figure 1
shows the resulting tree and the coefficient paths over the splits for the predictor
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Predictor Cluster Coefficient Stabilty
Urban district 7,11,14,16,22,23,24 -1.525 0.431
6,8,10,15,17,19,20,21,25 -1.005 0.421
9,13 -0.647 0.506
2,4,5,12,18 -0.368 0.511
1,3 0.000 0.552
Year of construction 1910 0.000 1.000
1920s,1930s,1940s -1.098 0.730
1950s -0.365 1.000
1960s 0.030 1.000
1970s 0.267 1.000
1980s 1.115 1.000
1990s,2000s 1.622 0.927
Number of rooms 1,2,3 0.000 0.642
4,5,6 -0.327 0.865
Quality of residential area fair 0.000 1.000
good 0.356 1.000
excellent 1.436 1.000
Predictor Coefficient 95% confidence interval
Hot water supply (no) -1.987 [-2.513,-1.372]
Central heating (no) -1.355 [-1.820,-0.947]
Tiled bathroom (no) -0.543 [-0.786,-0.318]
Supplementary equiment in bathroom (yes) 0.511 [0.199,0.807]
Well equipped kitchen (yes) 1.198 [0.839,1.579]
Table 1: Estimated coefficients, stability measures of the tree component and
95% confidence intervals of the linear term for the analysis of the Munich rent
standard data with a optimal number of 13 splits in the tree component.
decade of construction. The upper panel shows the successive splits against the
number of splits in this predictor. The lower panel shows the coefficients plotted
against the splits in all of the predictors. It is seen, in particular from the first
steps, that estimates can change when other variables are included. But after
about 14 splits the estimates are very stable. Since the maximal number of
splits is 40 the estimates after 40 splits represent the fit of a partial additive
model. When p-values with significance level 0.05 are used as splitting criterion
one obtains seven clusters marked by the dashed lines in both panels. The rent
per square meter seems to be the same, for example, for houses built between the
1920s and 1940s and for houses built in the 1990s and 2000s. The gap between
the high rent cluster and the middle clusters is larger than the gap between the
middle clusters and the low rent clusters. The estimated values are given in Table
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Figure 2: Resulting function of the smooth estimation of predictor floor space
of the Munich rent data in the additive part of the tree.
1, which also shows the clusters for the other variables. The sizes of clusters found
by the algorithm vary in a wide range. The smallest clusters for the variable urban
district consist of only one category, the biggest cluster contains 9 categories. For
the variable year of construction the biggest cluster contains three categories. It
should be noted that no predictor has been completely excluded. Table 1 also
contains stability measures that are explained later. Since it is not to be expected
that the rent per square meter depends linearly on the floor space it is fitted as
a smooth function.
For the estimation we use penalized cubic regression splines, penalized by
the integrated squared second derivative penalty (Eilers and Marx (1996)). We
chose a modest number of ten basis functions; for computation we used the R-
package mgcv (Wood (2011)). When fitting a smooth function one has to specify
a smoothing parameter, which in our procedure is selected new in each iteration
step. The resulting function, pictured in Figure 2, is monotonically decreasing,
which means that the net rent per square meter decreases with growing floor
space. The function decreases strongly until a floor space of about 50 and is
rather flat for a greater floor space, but it is definitely not linear.
4 Standard Errors and Stability of Clusters
The tree-structured model is an extension of GLMs and GAMs. While in stan-
dard GLMs approximate standard errors for the parameters are obtained from
asymptotic theory, for semiparametric models as considered here an alternative
way to obtain standard errors has to be used. One way is to use bootstrap pro-
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Figure 3: Estimated step functions and resulting 95% confidence intervals for
the ordinal predictor year of construction for the analysis of the Munich rent
standard data based on 1000 bootstrap samples.
cedures as described in Efron and Tibshirani (1994). By repeated fitting on sub
samples that have been obtained by drawing with replacement one can compute
approximate standard errors. But when computing standard errors one has to
distinguish between the two parts of the model, the parametric and the tree part.
For the parametric part, which means for the parameter β, standard procedures
to compute the standard deviations and confidence intervals over the bootstrap
samples can be used. For the rent data the resulting confidence intervals are given
in Table 1. For categorical predictors we consider the estimated step functions,
which are determined by sums of the parameter estimates αˆij. Bootstrap inter-
vals can be given for all estimated sums α˜is =
∑s
j=1 αˆij. Typically some of the
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Figure 4: Estimated step functions and resulting 95% confidence intervals for
the nominal predictor urban district for the analysis of the Munich rent standard
data based on 1000 bootstrap samples.
parameter estimates αˆij are zero, but this has not to be the case in the bootstrap
samples. Consequently one obtains confidence intervals that do not necessarily
have equal length within clusters. The somewhat harder problem is the case
of nominal predictors. Since in bootstrap samples the ordering of the predictor
categories will differ one has to carefully rearrange the parameter estimates to
obtain the confidence intervals for the estimates α˜is in the original sample.
For illustration we show the bootstrap results for the variables year of con-
struction (3) and urban district (4). The upper panels of Figure 3 and Figure
4 show only the first 100 bootstrap based function estimates. The lower pan-
els show the 95% confidence intervals for the single effects for 1000 bootstrap
13
samples. It is seen that for year of construction the first big cluster, which con-
tains the decades 1920-1940, has varying lengths of confidence intervals, but all of
them do not contain zero. Thus they should be distinguished from the reference
category, which is the first decade, and has fixed value zero. For the nominal
predictor urban district the reference category is district one, which denotes the
inner city of Munich (around Marienplatz). As was to be expected for a nominal
variable with many categories confidence intervals are larger than for the variable
years of construction. But it is seen that several big clusters are definitely less
expensive than the district inner city.
Bootstrapping yields confidence intervals for the step functions but do not
contain information about the reliability of cluster identification. Therefore it
seems warranted to supplement the confidence intervals by diagnostic tools that
reflect the stability of clusters. One is a distance matrix obtained from the
bootstrap samples. Let B denote the number of bootstrap samples and nij denote
the number of samples for which category i and j were in the same cluster. Then a
simple similarity measure for categories is sij = nij/B. If sij = 1 category i and j
were in the same cluster in all of the bootstrap samples. The stability of a cluster
is obtained by averaging over all the distances of pairs of categories within the
cluster. Of course, if a cluster contains only one category the similarity measure
has the value 1. It is seen from Table 1 that stability can strongly vary across
clusters. For the nominal variable urban district the clusters show similarity in
the range (0.43, 0.53) whereas for the ordinal variable year of construction one
obtains also very large values as 0.73 and 0.927. The latter value refers to the
cluster of decades 1990 and 2000 and means that it was in the same cluster in
92.7% of the bootstrap samples.
5 Related Approaches
In the following the relation of the proposed method to other methods that have
been proposed is shortly sketched. Our method aims at the identification of
clusters in categorical predictors in the presence of other, in particular, also con-
tinuous variables. Therefore discussion refers to this objective.
The strongest relation is to classical recursive partitioning or simple trees as
CARTS. The main differences have already been outlined. The method proposed
here allows to include a parametric or smooth component that accounts for the
main effect in a model. Thus, the method allows to identify clusters of categories
within one predictor that have the same effect on the response. If one fits a
classical tree that includes all the variables no clustering is obtained because the
tree fits interactions between all the variables.
As a forward strategy one might suspect a strong relation to boosting con-
cepts. Boosting methods were originally developed in the machine learning com-
munity as a means to improve classification (e.g., Shapire (1990)). Later it was
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shown that it can be seen as the fitting of an additive structure by minimizing
specific loss functions (see Friedman (2001), Friedman et al. (2000), Bu¨hlmann
and Yu (2003)). Minimization is obtained iteratively by utilizing a steepest gra-
dient descent approach. In a forward searching procedure components that are
potentially relevant are included in the predictor. The potentially relevant com-
ponents are fitted by so-called base learners. A simple example is the fitting of
a linear model where a base learner refers to the fitting of one component of the
linear predictor, xiβi. By including one of the components at a time and selection
of the component that maximally improves the fit one obtains the final model.
The method proposed here seems to be very similar. The base learner that is
used is one split in a variable, which has the form αijI(zi > cij). Selection of the
most relevant term is also based on goodness-of-fit. However, there is one cru-
cial difference between the tree-structured clustering and boosting, namely that
boosting uses weak learners. A weak learner is somehow vaguely defined as a refit
that only slightly improves the overall fit, but properties of the procedure defi-
nitely depend on the weakness of the learner (Bu¨hlmann and Yu (2003)). In our
procedure a weak learner would be the inclusion of the best split αijI(zi > cij),
but with a new parameter value αij that is only slightly larger than the param-
eter used in the previous step. Of course, one could fit categorical predictors
by weak learners, or equivalently by boosting, but the effect would be a smooth
fit over categories, because in each boosting step the parameters are updated
only weakly but most of them are selected during the iterations. Therefore, the
procedure fails to obtain the intended clustering of categories.
Approaches that are able to detect clusters in categories can be constructed
by the definition of appropriate penalty terms and maximization of the corre-
sponding penalized log-likelihood. Let us for simplicity consider the case of one
categorical predictor and several continuous predictors. Then the corresponding
linear predictor of a GLM is given by
η = α0 + α1z˜1 + · · ·+ αk−1z˜k−1 + xTβ,
where z˜j are the dummy variables for the categorical predictor z ∈ {1, . . . , k}.
Let the penalized log-likelihood be given by lp(α,β) = l(α,β)− J(α,β), where
l(α,β) denotes the log-likelihood of the GLM and J(α,β) is a penalty term.
For a categorical predictor a penalty that enforces clustering of categories of z is
given by
J(α,β) = λ
∑
r<s
|βr − βs|,
For λ = 0 one obtains the ML estimate, if λ → ∞ all categories of z are fused
to one cluster. The method has been proposed by Bondell and Reich (2009)
for ANOVA-type models and was adapted to variable selection by Gertheiss and
Tutz (2010), Tutz and Gertheiss (2014). With appropriate tools to select the
tuning parameter λ the method shows good performance in detecting clusters,
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in particular in extended versions that include weights in the penalty term. The
main problem with this approach is that it becomes computationally infeasible if
the number of categories gets large. This is due to the definition of the penalty
term, which includes all pairwise differences. If the number of categories is 40,
the penalty already contains 780 differences.
A further approach that is related to the tree-structured model is model-
based partitioning proposed by Zeileis et al. (2008). The basic concept is to fit a
parametric model in every leaf of a tree, for example, a linear regression model.
By fitting a model to subsets that are defined in the usual way by splitting
variables one obtains a partitioned or segmented parametric model. Within this
framework it is possible to detect areas where model fits differ because the linear
models fitted to leafs differ in their parameters. It is a flexible modeling tool
in which all kinds of parametric models can be used. However, as in common
trees the focus is not on main effects but on interaction although in the wider
sense that models differ in different leafs. In particular for categorical predictors,
which are considered here, one obtains different structures when using model-
based partitioning in the sense of Zeileis et al. (2008) or structured regression as
proposed here. In model-based partitioning splits in a categorical predictor are
enforced if the parameters of the fitted model differ in the resulting clusters of
categories. After several splits one obtains quite different models that hold within
clusters of categories. In our structured regression clusters of categories are built
by assuming that the effect on the response is the same within clusters and that
the main effects are constant. Thus the focus is on similarity of categories not on
dissimilarity of categories with respect to the models that hold within clusters of
categories.
Finally, several modelling strategies were proposed that also use a combina-
tion of a parametric term and a tree component. One is the partially linear
tree-based regression model developed by Chen et al. (2007). The focus of the
paper is on genetic risk factors. The main difference to the procedure proposed
here is the restriction to a linear term and an alternative algorithm that uses
off-sets in the iterative algorithm instead of updating the linear component. The
approach has been extended to account for multivariate outcomes by Yu et al.
(2010). An alternative model is the regression trunk model proposed in Dussel-
dorp and Meulman (2004) and Dusseldorp et al. (2010). The model is designed
for metric response only. In contrast to our approach it uses the same variables
in the tree component and the linear term, which yields hard to interpret effects.
Moreover, they use the more conventional fitting strategy that first grows a large
tree and then prunes it. Therefore, the relevance of predictors in terms of signif-
icance should be hard to obtain. A combination of linear fits and tree-structured
component with the focus on diagnostic for linear models was considered by Su
et al. (2009).
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6 Simulations
One of the most important questions when building a tree is the choice of a
optimal stopping criterion. In our applications we used a stopping criterion based
on p-values of the likelihood-ratio statistic. To investigate the performance of the
tree-structured clustering, especially the ability to form correct clusters, and to
compare stopping criteria, we give the results of a small simulation study.
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Figure 5: Mean squared errors (MSEs) of parameter estimates of ordinal, nom-
inal predictors and the linear term for the simulation study.
We consider the case of 4 ordinal and 4 nominal predictors in the tree compo-
nent of our model. For both types of variables we use two predictors with 10 and
two predictors with 5 categories. The true coefficients of the ordinal predictors
are (0, 1, 1, 2, 2, 3, 3, 4, 4)>, (0, 0, 0, 0, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2)>, (1, 1, 2, 2)> and (0, 0, 0, 0)>.
For the nominal predictor they are (0, 0.5, 0.5,−0.5,−0.5, 1.5, 1.5,−1.5,−1.5)>,
(0, 0, 0, 0,−2,−2,−2,−2,−2)>, (1, 1,−1,−1)> and (0, 0, 0, 0)>. In both cases the
true numbers of clusters are 5, 2 and 3. The fourth predictor is not influential.
Note that the effect of the first category in each case is set to zero. All in all there
are 52 possible splits in the tree component. The true model contains 14 splits,
7 within the ordinal and 7 within the nominal predictors. We generate data sets
with n = 2000 observations and a normal distributed response with  ∼ N(0, 1).
Our model has an additional linear term xTβ, where x is N(05,Σ5)-distributed
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with variances 1 and covariances 0.3. The true regression coefficients of the linear
term are β = (−2, 1,−1, 3, 2)>.
The estimated coefficients are compared to the true parameters by calculating
mean squared errors (MSEs). Therefore we distinguish between the tree-based
parameters α and the parameters β of the linear term. For the i-th predictor the
MSE of the α-parameters is
∑mi
j=1(αˆij − αij)2/mi and for the β-parameters it is∑5
i=1(βˆi − βi)/5.
In our analysis we distinguish between the MSE for the nominal and the MSE
for the ordinal predictors respectively as the average over the four predictors.
Boxplots of the computed MSEs based on 100 simulations are shown in Figure 5.
We compare six different stopping criterions: AIC, BIC, 5-fold cross validation,
10-fold cross validation, p-values with significance level α = 0.05 and p-values
with α = 0.1. In Figure 5 the latter are denoted by p(0.05) and p(0.1). The
smallest median of MSEs for the ordinal predictors as well as for the nominal
predictors were found for the strategy with p-values and common significance
level α = 0.05 (fifth boxplots). MSEs for the linear term are very small and
almost indentical over stopping criteria. Estimation of the linear term of the
tree-structured model shows very good performance and seems to be not strongly
linked to the clustering in the tree component.
In addition to the MSEs the number of clusters found by the algorithm are of
interest. Therefore, Figure 6 shows the number of splits in the tree component of
the model separately for the ordinal and the nominal predictors. The horizontal
line shows the optimal number of splits of the underlying data generating model.
It is seen that for ordinal predictors one obtains nearly perfect results with BIC
and p-value α = 0.05. The true number of 7 splits is found in almost all sim-
ulations. For nominal predictors the performance is very similar over stopping
criteria with the exception of AIC, which performs worse than the other proce-
dures. Since for p-values with α = 0.05 there is no outlier it shows again the best
performance. In summary, the number of splits very close to the optimal number
for all the procedures showing that the model is able to find the right number of
splits.
To check if the algorithm does not only find the right number of splits but
also the correct clusters, False Positive and False Negative Rates (FPR/FNR)
are computed.
• False Positive: A difference between two estimated parameters αˆij which is
truly zero is set to nonzero
• False Negative: A difference between two estimated parameters αˆij which
is truly nonzero is set to zero
Figure 7 shows boxplots of TPR and FPR seperatly for the ordinal and nom-
inal predictors. As for MSEs we compute the average over the four predictors.
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Figure 6: Number of splits of ordinal and nominal predictors in the tree com-
ponent for the simulation study.
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Figure 7: FPR (left boxplots) and FNR (right boxplots) of ordinal and nominal
predictors in the tree component for the simulation study.
Since the tree-structured model has a weak tendency to overestimate the num-
ber of splits (see Figure 6) FNRs are found to be zero in all simulations. With
exception of AIC also the median of the FPRs is zero over stopping criteria.
In summary, the simulation study shows that the tree-structured model is able
to identify the number of clusters rather correctly and yield very low false positive
and negative rates. The algorithm reduces the model complexity of categorical
explanatory variables in the presence of smooth components very precisely.
7 Further Applications
7.1 Car in household
As second application we consider data from the German socio-economic panel,
which comprises 6071 households. The response variable we consider is the bi-
nary variable if a car is in the household or not. Independent variables that we
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Predictor Cluster Coefficient Stability
Country BE,HH,HB -0.938 0.705
NW,ST -0.389 0.633
BY,SH,NI,HE,RP-SL,BW,
MV,BR,TH,SN 0.000 0.587
Number of persons 1 0.000 1.000
2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,11 1.493 0.573
Kind of household 8,3,2,5 -0.607 0.685
6,4,7,1 0.000 0.767
Predictor Coefficient 95% confidence interval
net income of all persons 0.0015 [0.0013,0.0016]
PC in household 1.0080 [0.6873,1.3724]
life policy during the year before 0.6910 [0.5715,0.8738]
Table 2: Estimated coefficients, stability measures of the tree component and
95% confidence intervals of the linear term for the analysis of the Automobile
data with a optimal number of four splits in the tree component.
include in our model are the net income of all persons in the household in DM
(metric), the country (16 categories), type of household (nominal factor), num-
ber of persons in the household (ordinal factor), PC in household (yes/no), life
insurance during the year before (available/not available).
BW Baden-Wuerttemberg
BY Bavaria
BE Berlin
BB Brandenburg
HB Bremen
HH Hamburg
HE Hesse
NI Lower Saxony
MV Mecklenburg-Vorpommern
NW North Rhine-Westphalia
RP Rhineland-Palatinate
SL Saarland
SN Saxony
ST Saxony-Anhalt
SH Schleswig-Holstein
TH Thuringia
Table 3: German country code
listed as in the ISO 3166-2.
A particularly interesting variable is the
country. In the dataset the variable has
15 categories because Rheinland-Pfalz and
Saarland are merged to one category. In a
parametric model it generates 14 parameters.
With the approach suggested here the num-
ber should reduce because it aims at identify-
ing clusters of countries that share the same
effect.
We fit a logistic regression model for the
probability of holding a car and use p-values
as the stopping criterion. The tree compo-
nent of the model includes the nominal fac-
tors country, type of household and the or-
dinal factor number of persons. The metric
variable net income and the two binary variables are put in the linear term of the
model. The maximum number of splits in this case is 30. The algorithm stops
very early and we obtain the model with four splits as the best model.
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The results of the fitted tree-structured model are given in Table 2, where
the countries are abbreviated by the official country codes by ISO 3166 standard
given in Table 3. Table 2 shows in particular estimated coefficients, stability
measures for clusters in the tree component and 95% confidence intervals for the
linear term based on 1000 bootstrap samples. It is seen that the three variables
in the linear term all have a significant influence on the probability of having a
car in the the household. The higher the net income, the higher the probability
of holding a car. Also a PC in the household and a life insurance increase the
probability of holding a car.
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Figure 8: Coefficient paths for the nominal predictor country for the analysis
of the household data.
For the nominal predictor country in the tree component one obtains only
three clusters that show an interesting structure. The first cluster, which has
the strongest decrease in probability, is formed by the cities Berlin, Hamburg
and Bremen, which are not only cities but also countries. Since in German cities
public transportation is easily available and distances are small the necessity of
owning a car given fixed income is reduced. The coefficient −0.938 means that
the probability of owning a car decreases by a factor of 0.4 when compared to
the reference cluster with effect zero. The smallest cluster contains only North
Rhine-Westphalia and Saxony-Anhalt, which also have a reduced probability as
compared to the rest, but the reduction is not as strong as for the countries that
are also cities. As seen from the coefficient paths in Figure 8 the big cluster
could also divided into two sub-clusters, but were merged by the chosen stopping
criterion. For the number of persons in the household one obtains only two
clusters. It is only distinguished between one person households and the rest of
the households; households with more than one person show a strongly increased
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Figure 9: Estimated step functions and resulting 95% confidence intervals for
the nominal predictor country for the analysis of the household data based on
1000 bootstrap samples.
probability of owning a car. Stability measures in Table 2 for the predictor
country are greater than 0.5 and do not vary a lot, so the algorithm forms stable
clusters.
Figure 9 shows the fitted functions for 100 bootstrap samples and 95% confi-
dence intervals based on 1000 bootstrap samples for the predictor country . It is
seen that the chosen reference Bavaria is not the first country in the order of coun-
tries and so does not have the highest probability of outcome in the data. Only
the confidence intervals of the two big states Baden-Wuerttemberg and Lower
Saxony contain values greater than zero. The effects of the cities Hamburg and
Berlin and Saxony-Anhalt are significantly different from zero. The bootstrap
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interval of Bremen is very large due to a small number of observations.
7.2 Rating Scales
The third application concerns a comprehensive mood questionnaire, the so-called
Motivational States Questionnaire (MSQ). It was developed to study emotions
in laboratory and field settings. The data was collected between 1989 and 1998
at the Personality, Motivation, and Cognition Laboratory, Northwestern Univer-
sity (see Rafaeli and Revelle (2006)). The data is part of the R package psych
(Revelle (2013)). The original version of the MSQ included 70 items. Due to
a huge number of missing values we use a revised version of 68 items of 1292
participants for our analysis. The response format was a four-point scale that
asks the respondents to indicate their current standing with the following scale:
0 (not at all), 1 (a little), 2 (moderatly), 3 (very much).
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Figure 10: Fitted coefficients of the full model (green dashed lines) and es-
timated 95% confidence intervals based on 1000 bootstrap samples for the six
items of the MSQ data that are included in the model.
As response variable y we consider the indicator if the participant feels sad
or not, generated from the answers given for the item that asks for being
”
said“.
The probability of feeling sad is modeled by a logistic regression model as in
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the hosehold data. The linear predictor consists of 67 ordinal predictors. Each
predictor has four categories and corresponds to one item that was asked for in
the questionnaire. There is no additional linear term in our model. The example
illustrates that the approach is able to handle a large number of ordinal predictors.
The fitted coefficients and estimated 95% confidence intervals based on 1000
bootstrap samples for the predictors that are included in the model are shown
in Figure 10. It is seen that only six variables among the 67 available variables
were selected. Only the items that ask for being
”
blue“,
”
depressed“,
”
frustrated“,
”
lonely“,
”
unhappy“ and
”
upset“ are considered as being influential. Moreover,
there is substantial clustering of the categories of the predictors. The coefficients
of each predictor is a constant for level 1 to 3 reducing the ordinal predictors to
binary predictors that distinguish between category 0 and the rest only. Boot-
strap based confidence intervals are not the same for levels 1 to 3 in each case.
Hence, there are bootstrap samples where the clusters consisting of level 1 to 3
are split a second time. Only for emotions
”
blue“ and
”
unhappy“ the confidence
intervals do not contain zero. Thus it can be concluded that there are only 2 out
of 67 emotions that have a significant effect on the probability of being sad.
7.3 Comparison with Alternative Models
In the previous sections the tree-based model was used to identify clusters in
categorical predictors. Although prediction is not the main objective of the mod-
eling strategy one expects any appropriate model to also perform well in terms
of prediction accuracy. Therefore, we briefly compare the tree-based model with
its main competitors with regard to prediction accuracy. Since in simulations
typically one model, namely the data generating model, is preferred we consider
the performance for the real data sets. The predictive deviance in both cases was
measured by 5-fold cross-validation using 100 repetitions. As competing models
we used the generalized additive model, a plain tree and model based partition-
ing. The generalized additive model was estimated by function gam from package
mgcv (Wood, 2011). The plain tree was estimated by use of the function rpart
from package rpart (Therneau et al., 2014). The complexity parameter ’cp’ de-
termines the minimal reduction of lack of fit. The optimal parameter was found
to be 0.01 in both examples. Model based partitioning was estimated by the
function mob of package party (Zeileis et al., 2008). Predictors in the tree com-
ponent of our model were used for partitioning. Predictors in the parametric part
of our model were passed to models in each leaf. Complexity parameter ’trim’,
specifies the trimming in the parameter instability test. The optimal parameter
was found to be 0.05 (rent) and 0.03 (car). Figures 11 and 12 show the results for
the rent data and the household data, respectively. It is seen that the tree-based
model and GAM have comparable performance, which was to be expected since
the tree-based model is essentially a GAM but with built-in clustering. The plain
tree, with its focus on interaction shows much worse performance whereas model
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based partitioning performs poorly in one case and rather well in the other case.
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Figure 11: Comparison of prediction accuracy of tree-structured clustering with
other methods for the Munich rent data.
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Figure 12: Comparison of prediction accuracy of tree-structured clustering with
other methods for the household data.
8 Concluding Remarks
The proposed tree-structured approach is a modelling tool that allows to identify
clusters in categorical predictors for nominal and ordinal predictors. In particular
when several predictors with potentially many categories are available it is an
efficient tool to reduce the superfluous complexity of classical parametric models.
Simulation results show that the algorithm works well.
It should be noted that the tree-structured approach does not yield a tree in
the sense of traditional recursive partitioning, where models are fitted recursively
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to sub samples defined by nodes. In the tree-structured model one obtains for
each of the categorical predictors that are used in the tree component a separate
tree. The obtained trees show which categories have to be distinguished given
the other predictors are included in the model.
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